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Hasen Nicanfar
Interference is one of the most challenging issues in wireless network. Communication between a transmitter and receiver pair causes radio wave propagation to interfere with other nearby communication that may result blocking that link. In Multicast, since almost simultaneous communication takes place along several branches of a Multicast distribution tree, these branches tend to mutually block each other due to interference. In this research we introduced an Interference-Aware Multicast routing protocol.

First, it divides the nodes in the Multicast distribution tree in three GORby-Groups: Transmit, REC1 (receiving) and REC2 (standby). Then we calculate the SINR of the node based on interferences caused by all the nodes within that GORby-Group, assuming when the given node is in the transmit mode then all the nodes within its GORby-Group will also be in the transmit mode. Then we use the computed SINRs in our join Multicast group algorithm to achieve the most SINR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Researchers have paid more attention to the wireless environment during the last two decades. They have worked with different wireless platforms like Wireless Mesh Network (WMN), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Ad-Hoc, Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET), Home Area Network (HAN), Vehicle Area Network (VAN); also, they have investigated and addressed many issues in different sections such as QoS, Routing Protocols by designing different metrics and developing algorithms for these purposes, and so on. However, this research area still requires more attention and work to be done, and there is still room to work in wireless. Especially because of the market demand and attention to the wireless platform and developing new applications based on wireless nodes. In this research, the main target is to develop an algorithm for Multicast over WMN to be Interference-Aware, and this algorithm is capable of being developed for Ad-Hoc, MANET, WSN and other platforms as well.

Interference is one of the most challenging issues to deal with in the wireless environment, because of the nature of wireless communication that requires electromagnetic wave broadcasting. There is an interference in almost all kind of the wireless communications regardless of the source(s) and destination(s) targets (Unicast, Multicast or Broadcast), the packet contents (the messaging data or controlling data), platform (Sensor, Ad-Hoc, Mobile, Mesh and etc.), application (Peer-to-Peer, Email, Phone and etc.) and routing protocol (OLSR, AODV and etc.). In fact, the main root cause of interference is the Physical Layer characteristic in the
wireless communication channel, which affects communication throughput and actual bandwidth.

IEEE 802.11 minimizes the impact of collision and solves the hidden node issue by using Request-to-Send and Clear-To-Send (RTS/CTS) as long as all the nodes are one-hop away from each other. As a matter of fact, the RTS/CTS algorithm constitutes the basis of GORby-Grouping network nodes in this research. In this study, we assumed collisions were being minimized by 802.11 and we pay attention to the interference. To be more precise, if the source of interfered communication is within a maximum distance of a detectable signal (one hop away) or the distance threshold is, for instance, 1000 meters, then its interference will be minimized most likely by RTS/CTS. However, if the distance is more than this limit/threshold (e.g. about 2000 meters), the electromagnetic wave reaches the destination as a noise (or in this case as interference) and will interfere with the actual communication. It actually affects the Signal to (Interference and) Noise Ratio (SINR) and the transmission successful rate.

There is some research [4, 5, 10, 12, 17] that has paid attention to this issue and the side effect of wireless channel communication from different points of view. For example, authors in [10] provided a solution about modeling interference in wireless channels. In [4], I. Tinnirello et al. estimated interference in 802.11 base networks. J. Wang et al. in [5] have developed a Multicast routing protocol in Wireless Mesh Network to be Interference-Aware; and Y. Yu et al. in [12] presented an Interference-Aware Quality of Service (QoS) supported for On-demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP). Also Y. Yu et al. in [17] studied the impact of the interference on Multicast throughput over an ad hoc network.

The main idea that we are working on in this research is to design an Interference-Aware Multicast routing protocol for WMN in a distribution section. It is based on the idea of Grouping the nodes in the Multicast distribution tree into three GORby-Groups, and then using the node location information to calculate the nodes distance that we use it in our SINR calculation (We will describe it in next chapter in detail). We can calculate SINR of each GORby-Group of nodes, and then join the Multicast group tree based on an SINR based metric. We assume all sources are in the internet and their data reach and enter the WMN via one gateway, which also acts as a Rendezvous Point (RP) in the case of a shared tree based Multicast group.
Our contribution in this research is the idea of GORby-Grouping the nodes into three GORby-Groups based on their interference pattern and the design of an Interference-Aware Multicast routing protocol.

First, it divides the nodes in the Multicast distribution tree in three GORby-Groups: When one GORby-Group is in Transmit (sending) mode/state, then the second GORby-Group is in REC1 (receiving) mode/state and the third GORby-Group is in REC2 (standby). In fact, our investigations show that MAC Layer support required to distribute the nodes in GORby-Groups should be capable of performing perfect Scheduling (e.g. TDMA). To accomplish formation of GORby-Groups, we have used the model of scheduling in automobile production line called GORby (Green-Monday, Orange-Tuesday, Red-Wednesday, blue-Thursday and yellow-Friday). Each colour represents one day of the production plan, and is demonstrated by colour of all bin labels regarding the day of production. For example, all of the products and parts producing for Monday are Green, while Tuesday bin labels are Orange and so on. In our development we have just used first three colours out of five. This model is more useful for streaming flows, like FTP and Peer-to-Peer applications. The GORby model provides a good basis for the implementation of the proposed Multicast routing protocol that prevents (minimizes) collision as well as delivers a good Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) in joining the tree process. This makes protocol Interference-Aware.

In the second step, we calculate the SINR of the node based on interferences caused by all the nodes within that GORby-Group, assuming when the given node is in the transmit mode then all the nodes within its GORby-Group will also be in the transmit mode. Then we use the computed SINRs in our join Multicast group algorithm to achieve the most SINR, which we call it GIA (GORby Interference-Aware) metric. Moreover, we define Path GIA (PGIA) for the new branch of the Multicast distribution tree when the first node on the existing tree that joins the new branch is at a distance of more than one hop from the new receiver. The selection of new branch is based on PGIA using the Max-Min approach. To develop this metric, we introduce PGIA to be the minimum of GIA’s of all nodes along that path, at which point the receiver (new member) selects the path that can provide the most PGIA.
We need the support of GPS location information system for calculating SINR at nodes in the distribution tree. The GPS location information is accurate by ten to fifteen meters tolerance, which is a good enough estimate for the purpose of the proposed protocol. Based on the assumption of low noise environment, target node SINR can be calculated based on the distance of the node to the sender as well as to all other nodes that their signal transmission would cause interference with the sender signal on a receiver node. This design is based on PIM-SM, and a new Multicast table that records the location and colour of the nodes. Because this model considers the interference of current Multicast group nodes, it needs to know only the location information of these nodes (Multicast group), plus the colour or potential colour of each node in order to calculate the SINR based on each GORby-Group.

This thesis is organized into five chapters and two Appendices. Chapter Two reviews works related to the development and design of the proposed algorithm. This chapter has three sections. The first section surveys various wireless routing protocols for Multicast in the literature. The second section studies Interference-Aware routing developments and research, which are designed in a wireless environment like MANET, Wireless Mesh Network. The third section is about other related mechanisms that are being referred to in our research, like RTS/CTS, 802.11 standard evaluations, OLSR routing protocol, and rules to define a metric.

Chapter Three presents the detail of our algorithm and design. It includes a brief study about the estimation, and defines the GORby-Grouping concept. It also has a detailed explanation of the routing metrics, in node based (GIA) and path based (PGIA). Then this chapter has a detailed explanation of the new proposed Interference-Aware algorithm that is provided when joining to a Multicast group tree. At the end, the proposed protocol demonstrates a mechanism for keeping the tree alive and using the hello packet to send for Keep Alive purposes as well as node information. This information includes location and hop away from RP to be used in calculating nodes colour for GORby-Grouping purposes.

Chapter Four studies the performance of the proposed algorithm through simulation using OPNET. The simulation results were analyzed and the performances of the joining algorithm and Multicast routing protocol in different network topologies were evaluated.
Chapter Five concludes the discussion. Future potential works will be suggested to be done in this area to expand the model. Also, references that we used in our research followed Chapter Five.

Appendix A presents the developments that we have done in OPNET to implement our algorithm for evolution. This appendix also includes some of the actual programming codes. Appendix B presents some of the supporting reports generated by OPNET, which we have use (for instance) average of the source of these reports data in our reports shown in chapter Four.
Chapter 2
Related Work

This chapter describes some of the other research that has been done in relation to the subject of our research. First we describe and recall the basis related work and standards mainly regarding MAC layer. Then we bring Multicast related research that proposed Multicast routing protocol and algorithm/metric. Finally we explain Interference-Aware related works, which proposed interference aware metric and algorithm.

2.1 Basic related works:

In this section, four related topics are being studied: Hidden node problem and RTS/CTS Mechanism, 802.11 Performance analyses, Guidelines on Routing Metrics Design and the success of CSMA/CA evaluation.

- **Hidden node problem and RTS/CTS Mechanism** [31, 32]: To explain the RTS/CTS mechanism that is used in GORby-Grouping in this research, first we need to explain the hidden node issue in the wireless environment.
  As it is shown in Figure 1, let us assume node N2 wants to send data to node N3.
In this situation, node N4 does not sense anything in the channel (following the CSMA mechanism in 802.11), and might send data to node N3 as well. Consequently, it causes a collision at node N3, and then node N3 cannot receive data (theoretically) from any of them. It is the same in the case of sending data by nodes N1 and N3 to node N2, which causes a collision at node N2.

To handle this issue, RTS/CTS uses a four-way handshaking, which, for instance, we described avoiding collision at node N3:

(i) N2 senses the media, if it finds the channel free then sends a Request-to-Send (RTS) packet to node N3.
(ii) N1 receives RTS (to N3): N1 fires Network Allocation Vector (NAV-RTS), and becomes silent until the end of the communication.
(iii) N3 receives RTS (to N3): If it is free, it sends a Clear-to-Send packet (CTS) back to node N2.
(iv) N4 receives CTS (to N2): N4 fires NAV-CTS and becomes silent.
(v) N2 receives CTS (to N2): Gains access to the media and sends the data/packet.
(vi) After receiving the packet completely, N3 sends an Acknowledge (ACK) packet to node N2.
(vii) ACK turns off NAV and lets the next node (any of them) gain access to the media.

We use this mechanism as our basis in chapter three to define our GORby-Grouping model. There are other time frames (and packets) related to this mechanism like SIFS and
DIFS, although we only explained the main steps to show how this mechanism works overall.

- **802.11 Performance Analysis** [7]: This work is actually one of the first and most referred analyses that are being used for other research regarding 802.11 on the MAC layer. It evaluates and analyses the MAC layer behaviour based on different definitions of the 802.11 standard, especially the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), which is a CSMA/CA scheme with a binary slotted exponential backoff algorithm. It uses a Markov chain model to show the backoff algorithm and analyzes the throughput of DCF. The analytical model covers basic access and RTS/CTS access which are both covered by DCF, as well as a combination of both of them that RTC/CTS in packets that are more than packet-sized threshold. It defines the probability of going to each stage and also the transmission between the states based on the algorithm definitions as well as the probability of a packet transmission success, which is assumed to be constant (e.g. “p”) for all nodes by this analysis. Then based on the Markov Chain model, this study calculates the probability of each state and moves from one to another based on the packet transmission success probability (p), time slots, and random variable defined by standard. By having this information, this study calculates the probability of transmission for a node/station in a randomly chosen slot time, which would be a function of “p”. In the next phase, the study uses this information to find the throughput of the network.

- **Routing Metric Design** [19]: This research presents a guideline to a design routing protocol metric, and characteristic that this metric should be able to serve the routing protocols, in reactive and proactive mode of a wireless network. Y. Yang and J. Wang in [19] described that each routing protocol consists of two parts including “Path Calculation Algorithm” and “Packet Forwarding Schemes”. In each routing algorithm, the goal is to find the best path between source and destinations. This path should be the lowest cost path. To be precise, it means we need a metric to be used as the cost of the link and then based on this cost, finds the best path. In fact, this will aid with defining a metric to be used as a cost parameter. Moreover, this metric should be used in a routing protocol. It leads to define the routing protocol requirements that are Consistency,
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Optimality and Loop free. As well, routing protocol requires its path weights to have isotonicity and monotonicity properties. Isotonicity properties means that if the cost of path A is less than path B, then adding one more link (L_1) to each path (from left or right) does not change the relationship. Based on this example, the cost of path “A + L_1” is still less than the cost of path “B + L_1”, as well as the cost of path “L_1 + A” is still less than the cost of “L_1 + B”. Also monotonisity property means, by refer to the previous example, the cost of path A is always less than cost of path “A + B” and cost of path “B + A”.

Note: The metric presented by this document is based on the SINR, and in the case of path metric, it is based on the minimum of nodes metric value along the path. It is obvious that by adding a new link to a path, the Max-Min function that is a nonincreasing function, always follows the above mentioned two properties. This is described in more detail in chapter three.

2.2 Multicast related works:

To study related work in terms of Multicast protocol, POEM [5] and EGMP [27] are studied in this section, which are most recent and popular ones. From POEM, we adopted the concept of prefix assignment for our colouring model, and EGMP is a location based protocol, which we bring it here because we are using a similar approach of using location information. Also, we describe work of [8], which reviewed and analyzed the different proposed Multicast solutions for a wireless environment.

- **POEM [6]:** Prefix Ordering for Efficient Multicast (POEM) is designed based on Labelled Directed Acyclic Graph (LDAG), which is developed for receiver-initiated Multicast models.
  - First phase (Unicast related steps): It assigns prefix label to each node of the network as per node location in network topology versus distance (layer – hop) to the core of the network. To be more precise, the core prefix has one
digit/character and nodes that are connected to the core, will have two places (two digits/characters) prefix label, and thirds layer, which are the nodes connected to the second layer nodes will have three places (three digits/character) prefix label, and so on. For instance, the core has a prefix label of “1”, the second layer nodes will have prefixes labels like “11”, “12” and “13”, and the third layer nodes prefixes will be “121”, 122”, “134” and “147”. By looking at each label, the number of options (places) is like hop count to the core. Each node keeps and maintains neighbour table (NT) and neighbour of neighbour table (TNT) as well.

- Second phase (Multicast related steps): Multicast group members use hashing to map Multicast group name. Members select the closest prefix label to their group name to act as a Multicast group core. This core will serve the group as long as its prefix is the best match to group prefix. Each node for this purpose maintains another table called group information list (GIL) as well, and required to be updated by using hello messages. This information will get expired by using an expiry time (Short Timeout – ST).

- Then based on this core, they form share tree by sending join requests toward group prefix label in receiver initiated Multicast model. Then if the core fails by moving away from the network (mobility), a neighbour that matches the most after the original core will become the new core for the Multicast group.

- Also, senders send their packets to the core. All they need to do is sending packets toward the group prefix label. If the sender is not part of the group, it uses the prefix routing to reach the core by sending the packet/s to the neighbourhood node that has the most prefix match to the Multicast group ID (core). If sender/source is part of the tree, it uses same model plus if it has some members in his sub tree, it will send the packets to this sub-tree directly.

This algorithm has covered joining and leaving nodes from the group based on above description, which in fact maintains the group in a dynamic manner that is required for mobile ad-hoc networks.

- **EGMP [27]:** Efficient Geographic Multicast Protocol is designed as a Multicast routing protocol for MANET, which is a dynamic environment. It basically uses location
information of the nodes, which they can receive their location information from the available systems such as GPS. Based on the location information, a network is being divided to different virtual zones as per self-organized by nodes. Then in each zone, one node is assigned/selected to be the zone leader to manage the node membership as first duty in the lower layer. In the upper layer, zone leader would act as the zone representative to join a Multicast group. To use this structure in Multicast, zone information would be added to the Multicast packets and it will be sent to the leaders in the upper layer. In the lower layer, after a zone leader receives the packet, will transmit the packet to the Multicast members of this group that are part of such zone.

Up to this step and from an overall view, EGMP has combined the location based modeling and the cluster modeling together to design a new model. In fact, EGMO is a structured location based model that is being used in the Multicast group. By this design approach, EGMP actually distributes handling a dynamic network (the nature of MANET) overhead to the structured base group that is called a zone. This model does not decrease the number of controlling packets and in fact increases them per nodes movement; however, it decreases broadcasting the controlling information. To be more precise, moving management controlling packet is being coordinated inside a zone and does not need to be broadcasted outside of the zone. All a Multicast group needs to know is the leader information and improves the delay and overhead.

The authors studied and showed that how this protocol can address zone management as well as the packet forwarding related issues. From the zone structure point of view, EGMP introduces zone (a square shape sub net of network), zone size (the length size of zone square), zone ID (zone identification), zone center (the physical position of square zone), zone leader (node that acts as leader), tree zone (the zones that are in Multicast group), root zone (zone that includes Multicast root) and zone depth (the distance of the zone to the root zone). In order to select a zone leader, it uses the closer to the zone center and then the highest ID as appropriate parameters to choose the leader, if there is no other leader already selected. This grant will not be withdraw as long as leader stays in the zone, which in fact it is not very good algorithm in dynamic environment. For transmitting information, two models have been introduced, which are inter-zone and intra-zone communications. Nodes inside a zone communicate directly with each other.
because they are aware of their physical location. For a multi zone communication, each packet includes the zone ID and will be routed to the zone leader and then the zone leader handles the internal zone communications. In terms of tree structure, it uses location information, which actually reduces tree management overhead and improves the join and leave delay.

- **Ad-Hoc Multicast Routing Protocols Performance Analysis [9]**: M. B. Krishna and M. N. Doja in [9] have presented an analysis from QoS standpoint on different tree based Multicast routing protocols that exists for a wireless ad hoc network. To do this, they have chosen Multicast Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (MAODV), Multicast Zone Routing Protocol (MZRP), Multicast Optimized Link State Routing (MOLSR), Associativity-Based Ad hoc Multicast routing (ABAM) and Ad hoc Multicast Routing protocol utilizing Increasing identify Numbers (AMRIS) to be investigated and being analyzed. They analyzed QoS on the above mention Multicast routing protocols based on the Robustness, Efficiency, Combination of unicast protocols, Energy optimization, Network control overhead and Resource management. This analysis showed MAODV, MZRP and MOLSR have more control packet overhead and network neighbourhood node dependence comparing to ABAM and AMRIS. Moreover, if a packet is routed to the outer zone, then MZRP would have the most control packet overhead between all of them. Also the study showed ABAM and AMRIS are based on association of the neighbour nodes and increase in the routing path identity. As a result, MAODV, MZRP and MOLSR are more suited for the Multicast group routing protocol, if the network experiences denser nodes topology. On the other hand and in a less dense nodes topology, ABAM and AMRIS protocols are performing better. Finally, ABAM shows better performance in non-scalable applications and AMRIS in less routing complex applications.
2.3 Interference-Aware related works:

In this section, more interference related works are studied, which is the main area of our research. First one [10] is about modeling interference in a network, and other three (CMIM [4], ASWP [13] and FIRM & FIRM+ [18]) are about Interference-Aware protocols.

- **Interference Modeling [10]:** A. Iyer et al. studied different interference modeling presented by other researchers and provided their own SINR based approach, to model interference in a wireless channel for analyzing purposes [10]. The whole idea and concept here is about looking at interference as a cumulative object. For a target link that is under investigation, some research has brought the interference of other links individually, which authors challenged this idea and modeling. They analyzed and proposed that first of all this interference should be cumulative, and secondly the target link transmission will be successful as long as the SINR is more than a SINR threshold. They also presented two characteristics of the interference called “extent of conflict” and “nature of conflict”. For “extent of the conflict”, they studied interference of one link on target link in an isolated environment. Under this circumstance, they defined a minimum interference range that is the minimum distance between a link and the target link such that transmission of the link causes interference on the target link transmission. Also in “nature of the conflict”, they represented the interference source by all other links totally on target link transmission. Based on this, they defined the additive mode such as the total of interferences by all of the links on a given (target) link receiver.

Note: Our presented model in this document follows above mentioned interference modeling. As well, by GORby-Grouping the network nodes, we calculate the interference caused by each GORby-Group cumulatively and separately. Also, our model follows the rule of having a SINR more than SINR threshold.

- **CMIM [4]:** Centralized Minimum Interference Multicast (CMIM) is developed for a wireless mesh area network topology based on having multi-beam sectorized directional antenna. Two models are being used including Fixed Orientation and Fixed Beamwidth
(FOFB) and Adjustable Orientation and Fixed Beamwidth (AOFB). Firstly, it modeled the problem of interference as an optimization problem by using an integer linear programming model. Then it introduced the idea of using AOFB instead of FOFB, which antennas orientation changes and gets adjusted to reach the minimum interference. To model the interference, they used both beamwidth and antenna orientation and developed a detail optimization problem based on these two. Then to develop CMIM, they introduced three phases. In first phase, they structured a tree by using omnidirectional antenna and added branches/trees one-by-one. Then, they defined the cost of a source and destination pairs to be the minimum of all of the possible paths, which the path cost is equal to the sum of all link cost along the path. Any time a new branches gets added to the tree, the cost of Multicast tree will increase by one; however, the path may get zero cost because they may receive the information as per advantage of Wireless Broadcast Advantages. It means if a node sends information in a wireless environments, others will receive it as long as being in a certain distance around. In second phase, antennas set their beamwidth and ordination based on FOFB model. In third phase, the orientation of antennas is adjusted to reach the minimum interference. In overall, this model used this point that the distance between links (and nodes) is important in causing the interference; however, the beam direction changes this interference and SINR as well, which is the key to design of the model. In other words, the nodes may be close and at the same time, not receiving the wave and not getting affected by a sender broadcasting magnetic waves.

One of the point about this model is actually in phase one of the CMIM. It added the branches to the tree one at the time. The order of this group development and structuring causes different end results. Also as authors mentioned as well, it could be used just in a fixed and static topology. Although it is designed for the WMN, just backbone of a WMN might be static and nodes and receivers may not have a fixed position and they could move around. This movement of nodes will cause having a dynamic environment, which CMIM should execute all three phases again and adjusting the antennas and it will end with a high overhead for maintaining antenna beamwidth and orientation. Moreover, the network load and traffic could be (and it is in fact) dynamic and makes high antenna maintaining overhead again.
• **ASWP [13]:** Ad-Hoc Shortest Widest Path tries to find an Interference-Aware path from a source to a destination in the subject of being widest and then shortest one. It adopts Bellman-Ford architecture and K-Shortest-Path model, and tries to find the optimum path to the destination. It uses conflict graph and clique model to have an Interference-Aware path. Main point about this algorithm is finding the widest path first, and then the shortest one. The result is a better QoS; however, may (will) use more network resources. It starts by the sender, and finds a best path for each clique and step-by-step extends the path to reach the destination.

In this model, assumption is finding the best path between sender and receiver. So, expanding it to a Multicast will cause each source calculates the path between itself and all receivers. If Multicast data is already transferred to some nodes (receiver or relay node), a new join needs to happen between the new member and an already established tree. Even if we want to join the tree, joining point should be fixed, which could not guarantee the best join. This research shows the best path and the best joining node could not be predefined.

Also based on the nature of this model that finds widest first, it results in a Multicast model to have one tree per receiver. Receivers are trying to find widest path and because the tree is already established, this widest path would be a new tree.

Also, it can be used in a source based/initiated Multicast model. Source needs to know all of the receivers and develops and calculates the path to all of them.

• **FIRM and FIRM+ [18]:** Flow-based Interference-Aware Route Management (FIRM) has been developed for a wireless mesh networks to be inter-flow and intra-flow Interference-Aware. It is designed based on providing the maximum bandwidth for transmission. Also it is based on 802.11 for MAC layer, which is more close to our research. The assumption is that a sender and a receiver can choose and have different paths for transferring data, and they choose the best one based on the maximum bandwidth overall for the network. In FIRM, just finding a path with the maximum bandwidth is the target. FIRM+ brings the drawback of selecting a path on current network flow as well, which is an improvement on FIRM. In order to do this, it follows the following steps:
Available air time at receiver node: Based on current data flow in receiver node that are actually reserved receiver air time, it calculates the available time percentage per time unit. It is one time unit minus assigned time portions for sending and receiving by the receiver node.

Available air time at sender node: It calculates air time similar to the receiver case, also decreases it by the amount of the time this sender senses the other nodes around data transmission that causes conflict on the sender.

In the next step, it sets the available air time of the link between a sender and a receiver to be the minimum air time of each one.

Available link bandwidth: It brings hidden interference affects to the account. It defines a new parameter called “level” on the interference of a link caused by the other nodes transmission. Then multiplies air time by “one minus this parameter” (interference level), and calls the result as “available link bandwidth”.

FIRM(p): It uses clique modeling to find available bandwidth of each clique, and then sets a path bandwidth to be the minimum of available clique bandwidth of all cliques along the path. FIRM uses FIRM(p) as a metric to choose the best path.

FIRM+: FIRM does not bring the effect of current flow set up on previous flow in a network, which FIRM+ covers this effect by bringing this into account. It deducts from available bandwidth the side effect of the new traffic setup.

First of all, both FIRM and FIRM+ require full knowledge of the topology including all nodes capability. Then, they need to know the current data flow in all links as well as cliques’ situation. And then, both of them require all of this calculation every time a change happens in the network because both are based on a current situation. Also, they are one-time calculation, which cannot be valid in a dynamic environment.
Chapter 3

GORby Multicast Routing Protocol

GORby model developed in this research is an application of a production scheduling technique used in auto-manufacturing. Based on the PIM-SM Multicast routing protocol and IEEE 802.11 standard in the MAC layer, it has been designed to be an Interference-Aware Multicast Routing Protocol on the Wireless Mesh Network (Mainly proposed model would be an algorithm used for joining Multicast group). In our study, we made a number of assumptions and model specifications, which are summarized as follows:

(i) It is for a receiver initiated join model.
(ii) It is designed for a group based.
(iii) This model is based on the PIM-SM protocol.
(iv) It is designed for a WMN, which is almost a stable network.
(v) Multicast sources are located outside the wireless network and all of the Multicast traffics from the sources enter the wireless network from the same gateway.
(vi) Nodes get their location information from a GPS system.
(vii) All of the nodes are 802.11 (MAC Layer) nodes with the same frequency channel and 360 degree beam (no directional beam and antenna).
(viii) Transmitted power is the same for all of the nodes in the wireless network.
(ix) The thermal noise level is assumed to be much lower than the interference level, and thus negligible.

(x) Environmental condition is the same for all of the nodes, which results in having the same path gain/loss.

(xi) Data traffic volume is much larger than the control data volume, which is an obvious assumption in this type of networks [18].

(xii) Just interferences caused by the current Multicast established group traffic are being taken into account.

3.1 GORBY Definition

GORBY is an abbreviation of Green, Orange, Red, Blue and Yellow. In this research just three of original five colours are used, although the full name is kept to show the origin of the model. The colours are used for GORby-Grouping the network/topology based on the traffic and states, including Transmit (Sending) State, REC1 (Receiving) State and REC2 (Standby) State. In the rest of this document, GORBY is changed to GORby (small character for “B” and “Y”) to emphasize that only three colours are used (Green, Orange and Red).

3.2 MAC Scheduling information

Let us assume that source node S sends data to destination node D via nodes (routers) N1 to N10 in the topology shown Figure 2. Also, let us assume the traffic is a stream flow.

Figure 2: A Sample of Multicast Group Developed Tree
In this example, our assumptions are:

- The MAC layer is a scheduled based model and nodes are synchronized.
- The channel is slotted and most of the bandwidth is being used. Also, there is a one way flow traffic for this group (core or source node is S).

In our algorithm, a node can be in one of the following operating states:

- **Transmit** state: A node sends Multicast data to the downstream node/s.
- **REC1** state: A node receives Multicast data from the upstream node.
- **REC2** state: A node is standby in this state, neither sends nor receives Multicast data; however, receives reverse Multicast data controls, if any. The reverse control traffic load is assumed to be low.

Back to Figure 2, let us only pay attention to the first three nodes (S, N1 and N2) and assume S is currently in the transmitting (Transmit) state, and then N1 is in the receiving (REC1) state and should not send any data. In order to avoid a collision at N1, N2 should also refrain from sending data, thus be in the standby (REC2) state. Subsequently, every other three nodes along the path will repeat the same sequence of states. For example, N3 is in the transmitting state, N4 is in the receiving state and N5 is in the standby state and so on. By repeating the same sequence, collision can be avoided.

Table 1 shows the state of each node in Figure 2, with the assumption that S is in the transmitting state. The topology nodes in the transmitting (Transmit), receiving (REC1) and standby (REC2) states are labelled green, orange and red, respectively. In this table, each series means three consecutive nodes, e.g. first series means nodes \{S, N1, N2\}; second series means \{N3, N4, N5\} and so on.

As it is depicted in Table 1, when S is in the Transmit State, other nodes in this GORby-Group (Green) would be in the same state. Then, in the next time slot, all of these GORby-Group nodes
will switch to the next state. Table 2 presents more detail of this state changing between the GORby-Groups.

Table 1: Sample of colour assignment to nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Transmit (GORby-Group1): Green</th>
<th>(REC1) Receive (GORby-Group2):</th>
<th>(REC2) Standby (GORby-Group3):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Series</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} Series</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>N4</td>
<td>N5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3\textsuperscript{rd} Series</td>
<td>N6</td>
<td>N7</td>
<td>N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4\textsuperscript{th} Series</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>N10</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that based on this model and assumptions, each node uses just about 1/3 of the overall bandwidth at the best. Regardless of following our algorithm or not, and based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, nodes are actually in one of these three states. One of our algorithm outcomes is synchronizing the nodes to prevent collision and reaching this 1/3 of bandwidth utilization, otherwise utilization is less than this value.

As per Table 2, nodes with the same colour (belonging to the same GORby-Group) are in the same scheduling state all the time.

Table 2: State of Subsets in different Time Slot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Slot</th>
<th>Green GORby-Group</th>
<th>Orange GORby-Group</th>
<th>Red GORby-Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1\textsuperscript{st} Time Slot</td>
<td>Transmit</td>
<td>Receive (REC1)</td>
<td>Standby (REC2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} time Slot</td>
<td>Standby (REC2)</td>
<td>Transmit</td>
<td>Receive (REC1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3\textsuperscript{rd} Time Slot</td>
<td>Receive (REC1)</td>
<td>Standby (REC2)</td>
<td>Transmit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Joining Multicast tree

Figure 3 shows an example of joining a Multicast group, which is a similar topology presented in Figure 2. Let us assume this topology is a Multicast tree and a new node (X) wants to join, so X broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ). Node R, which is not a group member, receives RREQ and then broadcasts RREQ again to find the path to the group. In this case, RREQ sent by node R is received by node N6 (a group/tree member), and N6 answers the request by sending Route Reply (RREP) back to the R. Following this action, R receives RREP, joins the tree, and then responds to the X by a new RREP. Node X receives RREP and will join the group.

![Figure 3: Joining established Multicast tree (1)](image)

So, based on the above mentioned steps, a new branch is established. This sub-trees’ nodes (R and X) get appropriate colours based on the N6 colour. For instance, in the case illustrated in Figure 3, the colour of node N6 (Green) is included in the RREP packet responding to the R. When R receives it, it sets itself to be an Orange node (one after Green) and includes its colour in the RREP responding to the X. Similarly, node X joins the group through R and sets itself to the colour one after Orange, which is Red. As a result, R and X become part of the Orange and Red GORby-Groups respectively. After joining the group, for instance in case of node R, as soon as R receives a data packet from N6 for the first time (it is in REC1 state), calculates the time slot of the group and sends the data during the next time slot (goes to Transmit state). It also knows
that based on the algorithm (Table 2), the next state after Transmit is REC2 (Standby). This is how they get synchronized.

We can define a special synchronization packet sent by RP to all of the nodes to synchronize them. We suggest this to be developed more detail as future research in chapter Five.

To develop our presented concept further, let study Figure 4, which is an expansion of Figure 3, by having five nodes that want to join the tree (group). In this example, X1, X2, X3, X4 and X5 are the new receivers that want to join the Multicast group as new members; so, they broadcast RREQ.

![Figure 4: Joining established Multicast tree (2)](image)

In the case of X1, it joins the tree directly (one hop away) by receiving RREP from N2, although in the case of other receiver nodes (as per Figure 3 related discussion), a new sub-tree (branch) should be established (by following previous example steps). This new branch’s nodes including the receiver node itself get an appropriate colour based on the join node colour (Following GORby). As we discussed in Figure 2, the colour of the join node is included in RREPs packet responding to RREQs. The middle (relay) nodes receive the RREPs, extract the sender colour
and figure out their own (potential) colour, join the group as relay node and part of the tree (sub tree), and then create RREPs responding to the downstream nodes including own assigned colour. Based on this algorithm, all of the nodes along the path to the receiver will have appropriate colour in the same sequence/format of Multicast group (G→O→R), starting by a main tree join point colour.

### 3.4 GORby Interference

In this section, we introduce the new concept of GORby interference.

We make the following additional assumptions:

- We have a high Multicast traffic flow, and it is assumed to be the main (or the only) traffic in the network.
- Interference is just caused by the transmission of this traffic stream.

Following section 3.2, at each time slot only one third of the nodes are in Transmit State. So, if interference caused by Multicast traffic on a node be the case, it will have three kinds of interferences. For instance, in a time slot that Orange nodes are in REC1 (Receiving State), they are experienced interference caused only by Green GORby-Group nodes (because only Green GORby-Group nodes are in Transmit State), which is the main key point of our algorithm. In fact, Orange nodes experienced interference caused by other two subsets (Red and Orange) as well; however, because of being in different GORby-Groups and time slots for being in REC1 State, those interferences do not affect Orange GORby-Groups nodes.

The above mentioned description means that there are three kinds of interferences:

- **Green Interference**: Caused by Green GORby-Group members (being in Transmit State).
- **Orange Interference**: Caused by Orange GORby-Group members (being in Transmit State).
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- Red Interference: Caused by Red GORby-Group members (being in Transmit State).

Also based on GORby Group definition, when “Aj” (current GORby-Group) is in REC1 State, Multicast Group members indexed “i” (previous GORby-Group) in GORby sequence (where “j = i+1 Mode (3)”), are in Transmit State.

- If Aj is in REC1 State → Ai is in Transmit State.
- E.g.: if A0 = G(reen) → A1 = O(range) and A2 = R(ed)

Up to this section, we defined the GORby interference concept.

### 3.4.1 Interference Calculation

To calculate the received power by Node_b from Node_a Eq.1 is used [10, 31, 32]. This received power could be the main signal or interference:

$$Pr = K \times \frac{Pt}{D^n}$$

*Eq. 1*

Which, “Pr” is Received Power at Node_b, “Pt” is Transmitted Power by Node_a, “K” is a constant value (function of channel, environment, path loss and antenna gain), “D” is the distance between two nodes (Node_a and Node_b), and “n” is a number between two and four. In most research, “n” is assumed to be two and is used in our research as well. Signal at Node_b is detectable if “Pr” is more than Power Threshold [10, 31, 32].

### 3.4.2 Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio

Let us assume Node_b is in REC1 state. We use Eq.2 to calculate Signal to Noise and Interference Ratio at this node [31, 32]. Node_b will receive data from Node_a successfully if this node SINR is greater than or equal to “β” (threshold) [10].
$SINR = \frac{Pr}{N + \sum_j I_j}$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2}$

Where:

- $SINR$ is Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio.
- “$Pr$” is power received (of the signal that carries information, e.g. Node_i).
- “$N$” is environment noise excluding interference (like thermal noise).
- “$I_j$” is Interference caused by the transmissions of all the nodes, excluding Node_i.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{interference_distance.png}
\caption{Interference Distance}
\end{figure}

This equation has been used in many research papers [10]. Bringing scheduling into account we derive Eq. 3 from Eq. 2.

$SINR = \frac{Pr}{N + \sum_j \alpha_j \times I_j}$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 3}$


where $\alpha_j$ is an interference factor that in our case can be zero or one. If the nodes that cause interference are in the same GORby-Group as the main sender, this factor is equal to one; otherwise it is zero. We will use some examples to explain this factor more.

Let us consider topology shown in Figure 5 for this discussion. In this example, Node_1 is sending data to Node_2 (Link is up and running), which Node_2 is one hop away (D1) from Node_1. Then, Node_3 wants to send a data to Node_4. Based on the most of older researches, Node_1 transmission causes only interference on other links transmission up to D2 distance away, which:

$$D_2 = 2.2 \times D_1 \quad \text{Eq. 4}$$

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{interference_factor}
\caption{Interference Factor}
\end{figure}
Recently, other research challenged this assumption value to be more than 2.2 times of D1 [10], in fact if the cumulative interference is considered, the distance can be more than D2. Back to our example, if we assume all of these nodes have 802.11 based MAC layer and because the distance from Node_4 to Node_1 is more than D1, Node_2’s CTS packet cannot be detected by Node_4. So, Node_4 answers Node_3 RTS and Node_3 sends the data, which causes having interference of Node_1 transferring to Node_2 over receiving of Node_4 from Node_3.

Meaning, because they are in the same media and frequency channel for transferring, granting media access by Node_1 does not prevent Node_3 transmission. Indeed, transmitting data on one link causes various degrees of interference in all the links in the network. So, in calculating SINR in one node, the summation these low interferences may be high enough to make SINR less than $\beta$ threshold [10]. This interference will be directly in Eq.2 calculation; however, it will be in Eq.3 including the factor of $\alpha$.

Figure 6 illustrates four scenarios of the scheduling result in different interference factors. Let us assume time unit is one second (one slot). These scenarios are based on the topology of Figure 5. To simplify the description, we make the following assumptions:

- Links are in the same media; however, far enough to not be able to detect CTS (received power is less than threshold). So, accessing the media by one link does not prevent accessing media by the other one (cannot receive RTS or CTS).
- Link2: Node_3 is a transmitter and Node_4 is the receiver (main transmission).
- Link1: Node_1 is a transmitter and Node_2 is the receiver (source of interference on Link2).

Four possible scenarios in this example:

- Case 4.a:
  - In this scenario, interference factor is zero; Link1 does not cause any interference on Link2 because they are not active at the same time:

$$t_2 \geq t_1 \Rightarrow \alpha = 0$$
- Case 4.b:
  
  o In this scenario, interference factor is not zero and is being calculated as following, because just between t1 and t2 Link2 receives signal and interference power at the same time:

  \[ t_3 \geq t_2 \geq t_1 \Rightarrow \alpha = \frac{t_2 - t_1}{t_2} \Rightarrow 1 > \alpha > 0 \]

- Case 4.c:

  o In this scenario, interference factor is one; Link1 activation affects fully the Link2 transmission:

  \[ t_2 \geq t_1 \Rightarrow \alpha = 1 \]

- Case 4.d:

  o In this situation, interference factor is between zero and one; Link1 activation affects partially the Link2 transmission. It is because between t1 and t2, Link2 does not receive any interference based on the figure:

  \[ t_2 \geq t_1 \Rightarrow \alpha = \frac{t_1}{t_2} \]

Above example behaviours are valid in any wireless network; however, in case of Multicast, calculation of an interference factor is straight forward. As we discussed before and in this research, we assume Multicast network uses the full bandwidth, and main concern is calculation of the Multicast traffic effect (interference) on a new member at the joining time. In this case, because nodes belong to each GORby-Group is at the same scheduling state, interference factor is either one or zero:

- If a node becomes part of the Green GORby-Group: At the time slot that it is in the REC1 State, only Red GORby-Group nodes are in the Transmit State. So, interference factor of the Green and Orange GORby-Groups are zero, and interference factor of the Red GORby-Group’s nodes is one.
• If node becomes part of the Orange GORby-Group: At the time slot that it is in the REC1 State, only Green subset nodes are in the Transmit State. So, interference factor of the Orange and Red GORby-Groups are zero, and interference factor of the Green GORby-Group’s nodes is one.

• If node becomes part of the Red GORby-Group: At the time slot that it is in the REC1 State, only Orange GORby-Group nodes are in the Transmit State. So, interference factor of the Orange and Red GORby-Groups are zero, and interference factor of the Orange GORby-Group’s nodes is one.

Up to this point, we introduced our interference calculation, interference factor and SINR calculation. In the next subsection, we will introduce the concept of Multicast SINR.

### 3.4.3 Multicast SINR Calculation

Based on the above mentioned definitions, here we introduce the new metric to be the basic metric of our Interference-Aware Multicast algorithm.

Let us assume the previous nodes (Node_a and Node_b) in our network, which Node_b is in the receiving state. Also there are other nodes in the Multicast group that cause interference on the Node_b. Based on the Eq.3 and by replacing “Pr” and “I(j)” from the Eq.1, we can compute the SINR at Node_b:

$$SINR = \frac{K_a \times P_{t_a}^{\alpha_a}}{N + \sum_j \alpha_j \times K_j \times \frac{P_{t_j}^{\alpha_j}}{D_j^{\alpha_j}}}, \quad Eq.5$$

where for any value of “i”:

- $K_i$ is the K factor of Node_b and Node_i link environment.
- $P_{t_i}$ is the Transmit Power of Node_i.
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- $D_i$ is the distance between Node_b and Node_i.
- $n_i$ is the n factor for Node_b and Node_i link.

Let us assume there is no noise in the environment and have the main concern just Interference ($N = 0$). Also all of the nodes use the same power of transmit ($Pt_i = Pt$, for all “i”), and environment condition is the same for entire nodes, including antenna gain and path looses ($n_i = n$ & $K_i = K$, for all “i”). To make the calculation simpler, we assumed “n” to be two. This value is arbitrary and does not affect the validity of our algorithm. So, based on this assumption, we have

$$SINR = \frac{K \times Pt}{\sum_j \alpha_j \times K \times \frac{1}{D_j^2}} = \frac{K \times Pt \times \frac{1}{D_a^2}}{\sum_j \alpha_j \times \frac{1}{D_j^2}} = \frac{1}{D_a^2} \quad \text{Eq. 6}$$

Moreover, based on the definition of “$\alpha$” in the section “3.4.2” (which is zero or one in Multicast network), we define the new metric called GIA (GORby Interference-Aware join metric) at Node_b as below:

$$GIA = \frac{1}{D_a^2} \quad \sum_j \frac{1}{D_j^2} \quad \forall j \in A_g \& j \neq a \quad \text{Eq. 7}$$

In this formula $A_g$ is the total number of nodes of the network belonging to the same GORby-Group (same colour) of Node_a. Node_b can calculate GIA by using the location information of the nodes.
3.5 Interference-Aware join Algorithm

In order to define the algorithm, we need to describe some elements, which following sections are about these required and related elements.

3.5.1 Physical location information

This algorithm uses the physical location information to calculate the distance between nodes. Nowadays, most of the mobile and wireless nodes have GPS to find out their location, and when it comes being inside a building, local servers provide this information to the nodes. Anyhow, having physical location information is given for this algorithm, and providing solution for this information is out of our research scope.

3.5.2 Unicast Routing Protocol

This algorithm and Multicast protocol works with any unicast routing protocols. All we need to have is nodes being able to communicate in unicast mode.

3.5.3 Node GORby Multicast db tables

A) Multicast node keeps a Multicast table per Multicast group if the node is a member of the GORby-Group, called GMI (GORby Multicast Information). The table contains the information that is critical for the correct execution of the algorithm. This information gets distributed to the other Multicast neighbouring nodes as part of the hello packet that is detailed at the end of this section periodically (e.g. every 30 seconds). The content of the table is listed below:

- Status:
  - ORG_0 = zero: Expired information.
  - ORG_1 = one: Set to generator; which means this node has generated this information.
- ORG_2 = two: Upstream node information.
- ORG_3 = three: Other valid nodes information.
  - TTL (Time to live): Timestamp of generating this information:
    - If difference between this time and the current time is more than Valid_Time (1200 seconds, which can be set to any number), change status flag to ORG_0 (expired record).
  - U_MG_S and D_MG_R flags: We will describe them in the section 3.5.4.
  - Location information: Based on GPS (section 3.4.3).

![Figure 7: PIM Hello packet format](image)
- Multicast hope count (MHC): Distance to the RP via Multicast tree. MHC is used to set the node colour based on the following logics:
  - RP is the first node of the tree, thus MHC is zero. If RP is always set to Green, then MHC=0 → Green;
  - Based on the above argument, MHC=1 → Orange and MHC=2→Red;
  - In general, for a Given MHC, the color can be derived using the following formula:

\[
\text{MHC Mod 3} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \rightarrow \text{Green} \\
1 & \rightarrow \text{Orange} \\
2 & \rightarrow \text{Red} 
\end{cases}
\]

B) Currently PIM hello packet (Figure 7) has used options presented by Table 3. In our design, we modify hello packet to transfer node GMI table information in order to synchronize them between the nodes. We use option three (one of the reserved options between 3 – 16) as formatted in option value as below:

a. Option Type: 3.
b. Option Length: 8.
c. Option Value:
   i. Status flag: 2 bits.
   ii. MHC: 4 bits.
   iii. Reserved bites: 2 bites for join algorithm procedure flags (D_MG_R and U_MG_S).
   iv. TTL: One byte.
   v. Position: Six bytes
      1. Latitude (or x position): Two bytes.
      2. Longitude (or y position): Two bytes.
      3. Altitude (or z position): Two bytes.
Table 3: PIM hello packet options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option Type</th>
<th>Option Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Holdtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lan Prune Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 16</td>
<td>Reserved to be defined in future versions of this document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Deprecated and should not be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>DR Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Generation ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Address List</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C) To prepare the above mentioned option value, which is in fact the GMI table record as well, we follow this procedure:

a. First node that joins the group is RP, so:
   i. Status flag: ORG_1 (one).
   ii. MHC: Green (zero).

   It also adds the location information and the current time to prepare the record.

b. Nodes add first record as own information to the GMI table when they join the group:
   i. Status flag: ORG_1 (one).
   ii. MHC: Upstream.MHC + 1.

   They also add the location information and the current time to prepare the record.

c. Node that receives this information in hello packet:
   i. Checks if it has already this information in GMI table, and refreshes this record if the TTL of the received packet is more up-to-date than current entry/record TTL.

   ii. Check sender to see if it is upstream node:
       1. Yes ➔ Status flag = ORG_2.
       2. No ➔ Status flag = ORG_3.

d. Node maintains the record status versus TTL:
i. Compares value of \( \{ \text{Current time} - \text{TTL} \} \) with \( \text{Valid\_Time} \) (e.g. 1200 seconds); If it is:
   1. Less: Valid record, move to the next one.
   2. More: Status flag = ORG_0 (expired data).
   3. If the upstream node get expired = disconnected from the group and has to initiate a join procedure.

e. Node that wants to send hello packet:
   i. Starts from the first record (own info):
      1. Change this record TTL to the current time before sending.
   ii. Sends the next valid record each time on the sending record.
   iii. End of GMI: Go to first record.

D) Following to the previous section, nodes receive the GMI table from any member at the time of joining group. In the first time receiving, node maintains the records by using the above mentioned procedure (C) in hello packet.

E) Setting Valid\_Time depends on how many hop away nodes information are required. Based on our design and for example, if we set hello packets to be sent every 30 seconds, and in average each node keeps the record of up to the ten nodes (to cover up to four hops away), we need to set Valid\_Time to be more than: \( 30 \times 10 \times 4 = 1200 \) seconds. More about this calculation and discussion to develop is coming in the chapter five. Also in an environment with high changes (join and leave, or movement), we need to send hello packet more often.

3.5.4 Join Algorithm definition

This Multicast protocol is a core/tree based and receiver initiated one. Meaning there is at least one core per group. A sender sends information capsulated in a unicast packet to the core, and then core Multicasts it to all of the members. For sending information to the core, it uses OLSR (for instance) as unicast routing protocol to reach the tree core. Assumption is receivers (nodes)
know which group they want to join. Joining Multicast group is based on the following procedure:

(i) A new member broadcast RREQ including group ID.

(ii) If the node that receives the RREQ is this specified group Multicast member, goes to step “iv”, otherwise it follows step “iii”.

(iii) It keeps new member node requester node ID as a potential receiver by setting D_MG_R (Downstream Multicast Group Receiver) flag to “POTENTIAL” (= zero), broadcasts RREQ with own node ID, and goes to step “ii”.

(iv) Multicast member that receives the RREQ:

   a. Enter the new receiver (relay or end member) node ID in GMI table of group ID and as a potential receiver by setting D_MG_R flag to “POTENTIAL”.

   b. Prepare RREP (unicast capsulated) including:

      i. Its GORby colour reference number (MHC).

      ii. Its node ID.

      iii. Set PGIA to infinity.

(v) Node calculates its distance to the each node information in its GMI table of this group ID that the node wants to join.

(vi) Then it calculates the GIA based on the information calculated in step “v” per each option (scenario):

   a. It calculates its GIA parameter for this colour (Eq. 7).

   b. It compares its GIA calculated in previous step (v) with the GIA received in the step “iv”, and set the PGIA value to the minimum of them:

   \[ PGIA = \min \{ PGIA , GIA \} \]
c. If PGIA is more than threshold (β), it set U_MG_S (Upstream Mutilcast Group Sender) flag to “POTENTIAL”.
   - It set its potential colour to be one after the received colour information in the step “iv”.
   - Goes to the step “vii”.

d. If the PGIA value is less than the threshold (β), it set U_MG_S to “CANCEL”,
   i. To cancel it, just remove it from GMI table or set the status to ORG_0.
   ii. Goes to the step “viii”.

(vii) Then it calculates the maximum PGIA and selects the path as final path:

a. If it finds more than one option, chooses the path that provides less hop count to the tree:
   i. It joins the group and update its Multicast table including its colour.
   ii. It sets U_MG_S flag to “FIRM” (= one).
   iii. It informs the upstream node that is the next hop on this path.
   iv. Then it sends GMI table information via hello packet to the others as we described it in 3.6.3 section.

b. The upstream node join the Multicast group:
   i. Set D_MG_R flag to “FIRM”.
   ii. If the upstream node is a Multicast member already, it goes to step “viii”.
   iii. It joins the group and updates its GMI table including its MHC (for colour).
   iv. It sets U_MG_S flag to “FIRM”.
v. It informs the upstream node that is the next hop on this path.

vi. Then it sends the GMI table information via the hello packet described in the section “3.5.3” neighbours.

c. The upstream nodes along the path follow step “vii-b” until we reach the Multicast member (It already has U_MG_S for a member set to “FIRM”).

(viii) End of the algorithm.

This information needs to be refreshed periodically (for instance every three seconds), because of nodes mobility and topology changes if any, which our algorithm processing hello packet provided in the section 3.5.3 maintains the GMI table. This maintenance may cause joining group again, which would make sure model is following and is aware of changes in network.

In chapter five and as future potential work to adjust this algorithm for mobile environment with high movement, we suggest to run joining more often instead of sending hello packets, or even a mix of these two models. However, if we implement this model for a stale environment like WMN, hello packet would be enough.

### 3.6 Cases of Interference-Aware join

In order to illustrate joining algorithm to join a Multicast group based on the GORby definition, we use the following cases as some examples. Our examples cover joining with one, two and three hop/s away distance from Multicast tree. We defined the detail of our algorithm in the previous section (3.5), and in this section we present how algorithm works in these cases.
3.6.1 Case_1: Joining with one hop away

Figure 8 shows a topology example of Case_1. In this case, node X wants to join the group, broadcasts a join request to other nodes.

(i) Node X broadcasts RREQ including group ID that wants to join;
   - It also fires a timer to receive response/s, and waits until end of this timer. More detail about timer is in the previous section (3.5).

(ii) Three nodes N3 (Green), N4 (Orange) and N5 (Red) receive RREQ, replay back by sending RREP and include their own colour in RREP packet.

(iii) Node X requests GORby Multicast routing table information (that has nodes’ location and colour) of the group from the first node that answers the query.
   - Detail information about this table is in the previous section (3.5).

(iv) Node X calculates GIA for each join (based on above three nodes proposals) options by using Eq.7.

(v) Then, it selects the node that has the best/most GIA to join Multicast group.

(vi) In case of having equal GIA, node X follows unicast protocol metric algorithm, which is the minimum cost to source (or core node).
Note: It may face that highest GIA is less than SINR threshold ($\beta$), meaning it does not have any option to join the group based on the current network situation.

![Figure 9: Joining Multicast group with two hops away](image)

### 3.6.2 Case_2: Joining with two hops away

Figure 9 shows a topology example of Case_2. In this case, node X wants to join the group:

1. **Node X** broadcasts RREQ including group ID that wants to join.
   - It also fires a timer to receive response/s, and waits until end of this timer.

2. **RREQ** is received by R1, R2 and R3, which are not part of the Multicast group yet. So, these three nodes (R1, R2 & R3) send/broadcast the RREQ to the next hops (in this example, N3, N4 and N5).

3. **Multicast members** replay back RREP to R1, R2 and R3 (including their own colour).

4. **R1, R2 and R3** calculate appropriate GIA after receiving the group nodes’ location information, based on join nodes options.
   - They follow the join procedure described in the previous case (Case_1) to join the Multicast group (potentially).
These three relay nodes, replay back to node X including their own potential colour (if they join the Multicast group) as well as their GIA. For instance:

a. In case of R1: It calculates GIA based on receiving information from a Green node (N3), and its colour will be Orange if node X chooses this path to reach the Multicast group.

b. In case of R2: It calculates GIA based on receiving information from an Orange node (N4), and its colour will be Red if node X chooses this path to reach the Multicast group.

c. In case of R3: It calculates GIA based on receiving information from a Red node (N5), and its colour will be Green if node X chooses this path to reach the Multicast group.

Node X has three options (assume receive all RREQ response), each with different colors. So, it calculates its GIAs based on these three colours (as per Case_1).

Then it goes to next phase that is calculating path GIA (PGIA) by the following Max-Min algorithm:

a. For each path, it calculates the minimum GIA of the nodes based on the received information and local calculation of itself, and sets it as PGIA.

b. Then it selects the path with the maximum PGIA value.

In case of equal PGIA, it selects the path with the maximum local node X GIA itself (Meaning node X to nodes of R1, R2 and R3).

In case of having equal GIA, node X follows unicast protocol metric algorithm, which is the minimum cost to source (or core node).

Note: Just like the previous section, the algorithm may end with no option.
3.6.3 Case_3: Joining with three hops away (three join options)

Figure 10 shows a topology example of Case_3. In this case, node X wants to join the group:

(i) Node X broadcasts RREQ including group ID that wants to join.
   - It also fires a timer to receive response/s, and wait until end of this timer.

(ii) RREQ reaches R11, R21 and R31 that are not Multicast group member neither. So, these three nodes (R11, R21 & R31) send/broadcast an RREQ to the next hops (in this example, R12, R22 and R32).

(iii) RREQ reaches R12, R22 and R32 that are not Multicast group members neither. So, these three nodes (R12, R22 & R32) send/broadcast a new RREQ to the next hops (in this example, N3, N4 and N5).
   - Following previous case steps (Case_2).

(iv) Multicast members replay back by sending an RREP to R12, R22 and R32 (including their own colour).

(v) R12, R22 and R32 calculate appropriate GIA, base on the join nodes option.
Follow Case_1 steps.

(vi) They replay back to downstream nodes (R11, R21 and R31) their potential colour as well as GIA.

(vii) These relay nodes (R11, R21 and R31) calculate appropriate GIA, base on the received information from relay nodes R12, R22 and R32 (If any);

(viii) Then, they follow previous case steps (Case_2) to calculate the appropriate PGIA (Min GIA).

(ix) These three relay nodes, replay back to node X including their potential colour (if they join the Multicast group) as well as their PGIA path.

(x) Node X has three options now, which in each option has a different colour too. So, it follows same procedure to calculate its GIA based on these three colours.

(xi) Then it goes to the next phase that is calculating PGIA;

○ Same as previous case (Case_2).

(xii) It chooses the path with the highest PGIA value (Max-Min algorithm).

(xiii) In case of having the equal PGIA, it selects the path with highest GIA for node X itself (Meaning node X to nodes of R1, R2 and R3).

(xiv) In case of having the equal GIA, node X follows unicast protocol metric algorithm, which is the minimum cost to source (or core node).

Note: Moreover and similar to the previous case option, it may end with no option. Meaning it does not have any option to join the group by this situation.
3.6.4 Case_4 Joining with three hops away (same join option)

Figure 11 shows a topology example of Case_4. In this case, node X wants to join the group and most of steps are the same as Case_3 from algorithm point of view. The only difference comparing to previous case is that node X at the end will have just one colour option. For instance as it shown in Figure 11, it will be just an Orange node, which does not affect algorithm. So, it does not make any difference from algorithm point of view between this case and the previous one (Case_3).

Note: Similar to previous cases options, it may end with no option. Meaning it does not have any option to join the group by this situation.

3.6.5 Case_5 hybrid joining options (same and different join options)

Following to the previous cases and based on described model up to this point, it does not make any difference to be one hop away, two or more hop away. Also, same join point or multiple points does not need special step. A case of having a mix of these models (competing one hop with two and three hops away, and multiple and same join option) follows the same algorithm. As long as each node calculates local GIA parameter, compares it with the receiving one,
calculates PGIA up to this point, and forwards to the downstream nodes, it should be fine. At the end, receiver decides about the path based on the PGIA metrics.
Chapter 4
Simulation and Results

In this chapter we evaluate and analyze our algorithm from different points of view. In order to accomplish this evaluation, we used OPNET v15.0 and studied two Multicast routing protocols performance. The first one is the original PIM-SM [2] including all standard features. The second one is our proposed protocol, which is a modified version of PIM-SM. In the rest of this document, we use the term “GORby” for this modified version of PIM-SM.

We used a basic topology shown in Figure 12 for our analysis. The basic topology and the setup are modified as per study. We compare the performances between GORby and PIM-SM by studying performance measures such as instant network packet dropped throughput (received data by receivers), delay and convergence. We also analyze impact of different traffic loads on this algorithm.

In section 4.1 we present our overall topology and the network configuration in our evaluation and analysis. Section 4.2 describes our algorithm performance evaluation in a serial join such that the receivers join the group in different times. In section 4.3 we study our algorithm performance for different traffic flows and loads (for serial join). Section 4.4 of this chapter deals with parallel join (seven receivers at the same time) situation and we study convergence (activity and delay) of the group. We perform parallel join analysis in different traffic loads as well. At
In this chapter, we have two series of reports. First series are generated directly by OPNET and we present them in our main part of the document in this chapter (like Figure 18), which are OPNET default and pre-developed reports format. For the second series of report (like Figure 25 and Figure 26), we extracted the detail data of OPNET simulation run results (for instance for different traffic amounts), add related extra step (like taking the average of them) and then generated the new bar chart report. Appendix B presents some of the OPNET default report that we have used their detail data to prepare our second series of the report in this chapter.

Figure 12: Sample network topology
4.1. Simulation setup

In this evaluation, we use 802.11 nodes, and since we just use single Multicast group with one traffic stream, (which is also one direction,) we assume MAC layer in this situation achieves perfect Schedule. The reason is, each node mainly receives Multicast packets from the upstream node and passes them to the downstream node(s). Also, compared to the controlling data packet, Multicast traffic is high enough to be assumed to be the main traffic [18] and the impact of the controlling packet is negligible.

Figure 13: Topology implemented in OPNET
Figure 13 shows the network topology of Figure 12 implemented in OPNET. We mainly used this setup in our evaluation for sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, which is described in detail in each section. Based on our assumptions, Multicast sources are outside of the wireless network and the gateway is RP as the first node that the Multicast traffic enters the wireless network. The following is the common setup and configuration of the nodes (Receiver, Routers).

- **Physical and MAC layer:** It is a “Campus” topology, and distances are in a Km range. Transmit power is fixed for the entire nodes at twenty milliwatts (0.020 watt), and the “Packet Reception-Power Threshold” value for all of them is set to “-95” dbm. For buffer size, we used 1024 Kb that is an OPNET default value. Also, the nodes need to have sub-interfaces to be used per link. The physical layer standard is 802.11b (Direct Sequence) with a data rate of 11 Mbps for the entire nodes, which can be configured overall. All of the nodes’ access point functionality is disabled.

- **Unicast protocol:** We use OSPF in all of the nodes including receivers and routers in this model. To prevent hidden node issue (related to DR selecting process), nodes have to have sub-interfaces to be able to work in different Groups. We have to use this model because of the OSPF as well as PIM-SM (and GORby) protocols. PIM-SM uses DR in the acknowledge step, and just having one interface for nodes would make conflict on DR selection, and simulation would not be able to handle transferring the traffic.

- **Multicast protocol:** PIM-SM and IGMP are set to version two and GORby parameters are the same except the required modified steps. Rendezvous Node (core or RP) is statically selected and configured for all of the nodes as well as Multicast group address that they are going to join. Joining group start times are varied per node and the hello packet interval is 30 seconds with a holding time of 105 seconds. Rec1 joins in 85th Sec while Rec2 and Rec3 join in 105th Sec and 135th Sec respectively. Also, Rec4 to Rec10 join in 210th Sec when we need to use them.

- **Traffic:** Multicast traffics used are listed in Table 4, which includes low, medium and high traffic loads. We change the rate of traffic, and keep the average packet size (1000 Bytes = 250 Words) the same to present different kinds of traffic flow (Voice,
Multimedia, FTP and so on). We also use different seed values that affect packet sizes (as well as 802.11 random back off process), although the average packet size is a constant value. Multicast traffic coming to RP starts at 300th Sec in all of our scenarios.

In each of the following sections (4.2, 4.3 & 4.4) we require per analysis set up changes that are mentioned at the start of each section separately. We run the simulator for 30 minutes in each one of the scenarios. This means we have the traffic flow for at least 25 minutes.

**Table 4: Traffic characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Load (Kbps)</th>
<th>Load(pps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low 1</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low 2</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium 1</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium 2</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>320,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High 1</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>1,280,000</td>
<td>160,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High 2</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>5,120,000</td>
<td>640,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We ran our simulator with different seed values (presented in Table 5). By default, we used a seed value of 128, although in some situations we ran the simulator with all values and then make an average. Based on these parameters, we define different scenarios, each one named by its unique set up. General scenarios naming, which are also presented in graphs, includes three sections in a format of X-Y_Z:

- X: Specifies Multicast protocol and seed value, based on Table 5.
- Y: Specifies the traffic, based on Table 4 “Symbol” column.
- Z: Specifies number of active receivers; for example 3R for three receivers, 4R for four receivers and 10R for ten receivers, and the rest of the receivers are off in each scenario.
For instance, G2-L2_4R means, Multicast routing protocol is GORby, there are four receivers active, the traffic load is a low level 2 (1000 Pack/Sec) and seed value is 67.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed Value</th>
<th>GORby</th>
<th>PIM-SM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>G (GOR)</td>
<td>P (PIM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Serial join analysis

In this section, we just use Rec1, Rec2 and Rec3. In scenario names ending with 4R, Rec4 is active, while in scenario names ending with 3R, Rec4 is inactive. Also, the rest of the receivers are inactive in this section and analysis. As we described in the previous section, we scheduled members (receivers) to join the Multicast group in a serial order of 85\textsuperscript{th} Sec for Rec1, 105\textsuperscript{th} Sec for Rec2, 135\textsuperscript{th} Sec for Rec3, and if applicable, 210\textsuperscript{th} Sec for Rec4.

- **Rec1**: This is the first member to join and there is no other receiver for the traffic in the network yet. So, it is obvious that Rec1 will connect to the RP (and forms the tree) via one node (O_R10). As RP is Green, the relay node (O_R10) becomes Orange and Rec1 receives the Red colour (Figure 14). PIM-SM and GORby protocol would have the same result in this case. Based on our algorithm, as long as there is no other tree member, nodes would follow the shortest path (similar to standard PIM-SM).

- **Rec2**: This receiver has a similar situation to the Rec1 in our sample topology. In this case (same as Rec1), GORby follows the shortest path, same as PIM-SM. Having the first two members will shape a small tree, to be used in the next members join investigation. Subsequently, we will have four more nodes join with the GORby colours: O_R20 becomes Orange, R_R21 becomes Red, G_R211 becomes Green and Rec2 becomes Orange (Figure 15).
Rec3: In the next step, Rec3 joins the tree. Our topology shows this member has different options, some of which are presented in Figure 16 and we study five of them one-by-one:

- Path1: R_R21 → G_R22 → O_R23 → R_R24 → G_R25 → Rec3
- Path2: R_R21 → G_R22 → R221 → R_R24 → G_R25 → Rec3
- Path3: R_R21 → G_R22 → R221 → R251 → G_R25 → Rec3
- Path4: R_R21 → R212 → R221 → R251 → G_R25 → Rec3
- Path5: R_R21 → R212 → R221 → R_R24 → G_R25 → Rec3

Table 6 shows Path1 calculation. In this table, in the first step G_R22 should join the tree via R_R21. R_R21 is already part of the tree, so PGIA of this node is infinite based on the GORby algorithm (already part of the tree). When G_R22 joins the tree via R_R21, it receives data from a Red node, but there is not any other Red node in the tree up to this point, so GIA of the node becomes infinite as well. As a result, PGIA of the path up to this point is infinite.
In step two, O_R23 should join, which as it is shown in table, GIA of this node becomes 3.81 based on Eq.7 of section 3.4.3. O_R23 in position (x, y) = (1, 2) has an upstream node G_R22 in position (2, 2), and is a green node. Other green GORby-Group members so far are G_R211 in (3, 3) and G_RP in (5, 2). The following steps show how GIA of this node can be calculated based on Eq.7 by having the nodes’ known position information. The rest of the paths’ nodes GIA calculation would be similar to this node calculation, which can be seen in the following example:
Figure 16: Path options for Rec3

\[
GIA = \frac{1}{D_\alpha^2} \sum_j \frac{1}{D_j^2}, \quad \forall j \in A_\alpha \& j \neq \alpha
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{(x_{O,R23} - x_{G,R22})^2 + (y_{O,R23} - y_{G,R22})^2}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{(x_{O,R23} - x_{G,R211})^2 + (y_{O,R23} - y_{G,R211})^2}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{1 - 2)^2 + (2 - 2)^2}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{1 + 0} = \frac{1}{1} = \frac{1}{21} = \frac{80}{21}
\]

\[
\approx 3.81
\]
Up to this point we have a PGIA of 3.81 (Minimum of infinite and 3.81). Other steps are the same as step two, until we reach Rec3 and this path ends with a PGIA of 3.81.

Table 6: Rec3 Path1 PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>PGIA</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>GIA</th>
<th>PGIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>O_R23</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>O_R23</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Rec3</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 includes a summary of Path2 calculation by GORby algorithm. The first step of this path is similar to Path1, and the second step calculates R221. At the end, Path2 will have PGIA of 3.33.

Table 7: Rec3 Path2 PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>PGIA</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>GIA</th>
<th>PGIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Rec3</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 shows Path3 calculation, in which Rec3 will have PGIA of 3.33 finally. Table 9 also shows Path4 calculation and how PGIA is 3.33.
**Table 8: Rec3 Path3 PGIA calculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Rec3</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final path to study for Rec3 to join the tree is Path5, which Table 10 presents the related PGIA calculations. Based on these tables and the above four tables, just Path1 provides the maximum PGIA out of these five paths, which is 3.81. So, Rec3 chooses Path1 to join the tree.

Up to this point, we used algorithm steps and showed how Rec3 based on GORby calculates and chooses the best path to join the tree. In the next step, we will analyze the subsequent joining of Rec4.

**Table 9: Rec3 Path4 PGIA calculation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Rec3</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Rec4:** After Rec3, if Rec4 joins the tree, our topology shows this member has different options as well, some of which are presented in Figure 17 and we will analyze them:
  - Path1: R_R21 ➔ R212 ➔ Rec4
  - Path2: G_R25 ➔ R251 ➔ Rec4
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- Path3: G_R22 → R221 → R251 → Rec4
- Path4: R_R24 → R221 → R251 → Rec4
- Path5: R_R24 → R221 → R212 → Rec4
- Path6: O_R20 → R201 → R202 → Rec4
- Path7: G_RP → R30 → R201 → R202 → Rec4
- Path8: O_R10 → R101 → R30 → R201 → R202 → Rec4

### Table 10: Rec3 Path5 PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Rec3</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: Path options for Rec4
Table 11 shows the first path option (Path1) related calculation by GORby algorithm, which is also PIM-SM option. GORby calculation of Path2 is presented in the Table 12. Path2 is the final option of GORby.

Table 11: Rec4 Path1 PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>R_R21</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Rec4</td>
<td>R212</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Rec4 Path2 PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>G_R25</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Rec4</td>
<td>R251</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To analyze Path3 for Rec4, just one step is enough. The first row of Table 13 shows this path requires R221 to be connected to the G_R22, which would have a PGIA of 1.25. We do not need to calculate the rest, because PGIA is not going to be more than 1.25 anyhow while Path2 PGIA is 2.34. So, Path3 loses to Path2 based on this calculation.

There is a similar situation on Path4 and Path5 about R221 to join via R_R24, which would have a PGIA of 2 that is less than 2.34 (Path2 PGIA), and would lose to Path2. Because PGIA is always the minimum value of the nodes GIA along the path, none of these two paths would have a PGIA more than 2, and consequently they both would lose to the Path2 in competition.
Table 13: Rec4 different path PGIA calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Upstream Node</th>
<th>Current Node Result</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>PGIA</td>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>GIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path3</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>G_R22</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path4 &amp; 5</td>
<td>R221</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path6</td>
<td>R201</td>
<td>O_R20</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R202</td>
<td>R201</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec4</td>
<td>R202</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path7</td>
<td>R30</td>
<td>G_RP</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R201</td>
<td>R30</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path8</td>
<td>R101</td>
<td>O_R10</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Infinite</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R30</td>
<td>R101</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R201</td>
<td>R30</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first step, Path6 needs R201 to be connected via O_R20, and has a GIA of 3.3. So, the PGIA of this path up to this point becomes 3.3. In the next step it needs R202 to join via R201 and has the same GIA (3.3), as a result PGIA is still 3.3. However, in the final step, Rec4 would have a GIA of 1.46 and the whole path PGIA becomes 1.46, so it loses to Path2.

For Path7, we calculate two steps and reach a PGIA of 1 that is less than 2.34 of Path2 PGIA. The final path that we study here is Path8. For this path we brought three steps calculations for nodes R101, R30 and R201 and we reach to the PGIA of 1 again (similar to Path7). So, this path would have a PGIA maximum of 1 and is less than 2.34 of Path2 PGIA, and loses to the Path2. There are other options as well, and all of them have the PGIA less than 2.34, so Path2 became the final option based on the GORby algorithm for the Rec4 to join the tree.
4.2.1 Simulation result:

We use the following four scenarios in a constant average traffic of 1000 Pack/Sec:

- **P-L2_3R**: Multicast routing protocol is PIM-SM; there are three receivers.
- **G-L2_3R**: Multicast routing protocol is GORby; there are three receivers.
- **P-L2_4R**: Multicast routing protocol is PIM-SM; there are four receivers, and Rec4 joins the group at the 210th Sec. This join is via R212 to reach R_R21.
- **G-L2_4R**: Multicast routing protocol is PIM-SM; there are four receivers, and Rec4 joins the group at the 210th Sec. This join is via R251 to reach G_R25.
Figure 18 shows the total packets dropped by the entire nodes in the network. In this figure, GORby and PIM-SM graphs for three receivers' scenarios are the same (top graph), because we have the same tree in these two scenarios. It shows that in a comparison between GORby (middle graph) and PIM-SM (bottom graph) in four receivers scenarios, packets dropped by using PIM-SM protocol is between 5% and 10% more than by using GORby protocol. Having Rec4 joining network following PIM-SM suggestion, caused interference from node G_R212, which is in GORby-Group Green, over nodes O_R20 and O_R23 in receiving state, and this increased interference is one of the reasons for packet dropping.

Figure 19 shows average traffic received by Rec3. Again this figure supports GORby (top graph) and show that we are receiving more data in this receiver (same in case Rec4) in the case of using our protocol. Because nodes (routers and receivers) have less interference (and better SINR) in GORby, they would have fewer packets dropped.
Table 14: GIA of nodes for topology of Figure 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Colour/Index</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>GIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIM/GOR-L2_3R</td>
<td>O_R23</td>
<td>Orange / 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM/GOR-L2_3R</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red / 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM-L2_4R</td>
<td>O_R23</td>
<td>Orange / 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM-L2_4R</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red / 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM-L2_4R</td>
<td>G_R212</td>
<td>Green / 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIM-L2_4R</td>
<td>Rec4</td>
<td>Orange / 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOR-L2_4R</td>
<td>O_R23</td>
<td>Orange / 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOR-L2_4R</td>
<td>R_R24</td>
<td>Red / 6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOR-L2_4R</td>
<td>O_R251</td>
<td>Orange / 8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOR-L2_4R</td>
<td>Rec4</td>
<td>Red / 9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14 presents a summary of some key nodes GIA to compare them, and shows that by using GORby protocol, nodes GIA (SINR) are improved.

- **R23**: This node GIA is 1.9512 in scenario PIM/GOR-L2_3R. Then in PIM-L2_4R becomes 1.4035 and in GOR-L2_3R is 1.9512. This means that adding a new path would cause more interference on this node.
- **R24**: GIA in case of PIM/GOR-L2_3R and PIM-L2_4R is 7.22; however, it is 1.5663 for GOR-L2_3R.
  Note: It is still more than 1.4035 of original scenario R23.
- **R212 – Rec4 (PIM-L2_4R)**: GIA is 2.8571 for R212; and 1.7391 for Rec4, so PGIA is 1.7391.
- **R251 – Rec4 (GOR-L2_3R)**: GIA is 2.3423 for R251; and 2.4880 for Rec4, so PGIA is 2.3423.

As the above table and description shows, we have a better situation in scenario GOR-L2_4R. It even shows that changes on R23 and R24 would impact other path PGIA, which in case of PIM-L2_4R is worse.
For this section and analysis, there are more graphs in Appendix A that support the design and show better performance in GORby protocol. They are same receivers and some intermediate routers, and because they are similar to Figure 18 and Figure 19, we did not include them here in the main discussion to make it shorter.

We studied serial join with a fixed traffic in this section. In the next section, we analyze the impact of different traffic flow in our protocol.

### 4.3. Traffic analysis

In this section, we use different traffic types presented in Table 4, to evaluate the performance of GORby versus that of PIM-SM under different traffic loading conditions. More specifically, in this section, we add five more traffic flows to have in total six scenarios for “three receivers” models and six scenarios for “four receivers” models. Each scenario’s name presents the scenario protocol, number of receivers and traffic, based on the description in section 4.1. We also use multiple seed sizes based on Table 5, and then calculate the average of the results.

We study the average (time) packet dropped by the entire network nodes that shows the difference between GORby and PIM-SM, and improvement of GORby over PIM-SM that is almost the same (approximately 8%) for different traffic loads. Except in traffic load of 640 KPack/Sec that we have fewer packets dropped in PIM-SM, which was an unexpected result by OPNET. This figure is for a seed value of 128, although by changing the seed value, the graphs may change a little bit. So, we run the simulator for four seed values of 31, 67, 97 and 128, which the average value of these runs per traffic is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 presents the average packet dropped per four scenarios (PIM-SM and GORby, 3 and 4 receivers) for each traffic flow, which is compatible with Figure 18. In this figure:

- **G3R**: represents average for scenario of GORby Multicast protocol with three receivers.
- **G4R**: represents average for scenario of GORby Multicast protocol with four receivers.
- **P3R**: represents average for scenario of PIM-SM Multicast protocol with three receivers.
- P4R: represents average for scenario of PIM-SM Multicast protocol with four receivers.

Figure 20: Traffic analysis, average packet dropped per traffic

Figure 20 presents the average packet dropped per four scenarios (PIM-SM and GORby, 3 and 4 receivers) for each traffic flow, which is compatible with Figure 18. In this figure:

- G3R: represents average for scenario of GORby Multicast protocol with three receivers.
- G4R: represents average for scenario of GORby Multicast protocol with four receivers.
- P3R: represents average for scenario of PIM-SM Multicast protocol with three receivers.
- P4R: represents average for scenario of PIM-SM Multicast protocol with four receivers.

We also calculate the average for all of the traffic models. The average traffic dropped of PIM-SM in three receivers is 0.99692 times of GORby, which is almost 1. Although for four
receivers, this value for the PIM-SM is 1.08117 times of the GORby value. Therefore we have 8.117% improvement in the packet dropped.

In any type of traffic load, GORby performs better in terms of packet dropped. Increasing the traffic causes more packets dropped while the difference between PIM-SM and GORby in four receivers stays the same.

We also analyze traffic received in Rec3 by having a load of 160,000 Pack/Sec. By increasing the traffic load, GORby performs better. When nodes are not able to transfer the packet successfully, they have to buffer them for retransmission while still receives more packets from upstream nodes. Increasing traffic flow causes more transmissions by all nodes and more interference as well. Consequently, nodes drop more packets and less traffic is received by receivers.

![Rec3 received Packet](image)

**Figure 21:** Traffic analysis, average (percentage) of traffic sent by RP received by Rec3
Figure 21 and Figure 22 present the percentage of traffic sent by RP that Rec3 and Rec4 received on average for different seed size simulations.

Figure 21 shows P3R and G3R are almost the same because we have the same tree in these two scenarios, although the packet received percentages are different in the four receiver scenarios. On average between all kinds of traffic shown in Figure 21, Rec3 receives 0.9904 times traffic in G3R (GORby) versus P3R (PIM-SM), which is almost 1. However, the average packet received by Rec3 in G4R is about 1.0359 times of P4R, which shows that Rec3 receives about 3.6% more traffic in GORby.

Figure 21 also shows, when traffic is low, PIM-SM performs better, although in high traffic flows, GORby performance is significantly better than PIM-SM scenarios. When the traffic is low, nodes have more chance of gaining access to the media in the case of packet transmission failure. Although when we have a high traffic flow that increased interference, packets get dropped more often because of high traffic throughputs and are affected by interference.

**Figure 22: Traffic analysis, average (percentage) traffic sent by RP received by Rec4**

![Rec4 Received Packet](image)
Figure 22 shows that regardless of the traffic flow, GORby performs significantly better in terms of packet received by Rec4. Even though it is a longer path, we have less interference in GORby protocol for this receiver path. Also on average, Rec4 in G4R receives 1.2763 times of P4R, which resulting in about 27.63% improvement.

We evaluated GORby versus PIM-SM for serial join and different kinds of traffic (and seed values) in this section. In the next section, we will evaluate our protocol from convergence point of view and in multiple join.

**Figure 23: Joining ten receivers in PIM-SM Multicast protocol**

### 4.4. Parallel join analysis

In this section, we use the original topology presented in Figure 12 and the OPNET setup is presented in Figure 13, and increase the number of receivers joining the tree to ten. Three receivers Rec1, Rec2 and Rec3 join in the 85th, 105th and 135th Sec. Then, seven more receivers...
(Rec4 to Rec10) join the group at the same time, which is at the 210th Sec. Rec4 follows the same steps as section 4.2, and Rec5 to Rec10 have one option and will join the tree directly with one hop away.

The set up was configured in order to study and evaluate GORby by comparing it to PIM-SM following the previous sections. Figure 23 presents PIM-SM results and Figure 24 presents the results for GORby.

For this section, we created twelve scenarios, and their names follow the general naming convention presented in section 4.1. For instance, PIM-M1_10R means PIM-SM protocol, 10 receivers and M1 traffic model (Table 4), and GOR-M1_10R represents GORby protocol, 10 receivers and M1 traffic model (Table 4). We also (similar to the previous section), used four seed values of Table 5, and for some of our evaluation, we calculated the average value of the parameters to present the performance indicators.

![Figure 24: Joining ten receivers in GORby Multicast protocol](image-url)
Firstly we study about dropped traffic, which follows the studies found in previous sections. Increasing the number of receivers does not cause any change on relative GORby performance in terms of packet delivery over PIM-SM. Although in overall (based on previous case) the rate of packet drop is increased, GORby performs better compared to PIM-SM in ten receivers as well. Increasing the number of receivers does not have a negative impact on GORby performance compared to PIM-SM.

![Duration Average](image)

Figure 25: Parallel join analysis, average of convergence duration

Then we study average (time) convergence activity and duration for this topology. As our simulation results show, GORby needs more time for convergence, which is a major drawback of this protocol. It is because new members need to download Multicast tree nodes location and colour information in order to be able to calculate GIA, and then choose the best joining options. This requirement causes a larger convergence time; however, because GORby is designed for
Mesh network with fairly stable topology (compared to mobile wireless networks), the joining process is most likely only performed once for each receiver. Thus the large convergence time is not a significant issue. Also, our simulation results show that having more new members joining request would increase the convergence time further. In PIM-SM protocol we have a two way handshaking to join. When a node receives a request from a new receiver, it responds by RREP if it is part of the tree and the new member will join; and if it is not, it joins the tree and then will respond to the request, just two steps in each join.
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**Figure 26: Parallel join analysis, variance of convergence duration**

However, in GORby protocol we have three way handshaking to join. New receiver broadcasts the RREQ (First step), nodes that receive this query, will respond if the node is a part of the tree. Nodes that are not part of the tree will find the path, set up the path as temporary (Potential) and respond back to the new member (Second step). Based on the received information, the new
receiver chooses one of the received options and responds to the node that provided the chosen path to become a part of the tree (Third step). These activities require more time and more control data transferring between nodes for convergence. GORby has more overhead compared to PIM-SM in convergence time, although we designed this protocol for WMN which is a stable topology. Because nodes join once and keep the connection by the hello packet (that we have in PIM-SM as well), and this overhead can be ignored compared to other benefits that GORby provides. Hello packet of GORby has just four bytes data more than PIM-SM, and for example, nodes send the hello packet every 30 Sec, so still we have more overhead to maintain the protocol; however, it is a very low controlling traffic comparing to the main network data traffic.
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**Figure 27: Parallel join analysis, average of convergence activity**

For this analysis, we run different seed values and calculated the average of the convergence duration for the entire network nodes (Figure 25). We also calculated the variance for this
parameter that is shown by Figure 26. These two figures show convergence activity fluctuation is almost the same for GORby compared to PIM-SM, although there is an increase in the average time value in all kinds of traffic. We also calculated the average for these six traffic flows that shows our network needs about 1.28763 times of PIM-SM for GORby to converge. The average convergence time in GORby is about 28.76% more, which was expected. Following our previous discussion in this section, three way handshaking requires more time. The next point that convergence indicator shows, is although we need theoretically 50% more transaction (in terms of quantity) for convergence in GORby, the required time is not 50% more. In fact, we just need less than 30% more time because of better packet transferring by GORby protocol compared to PIM-SM.
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**Figure 28: Parallel join analysis, variance of convergence activity**
To complete our analysis in convergence, we prepared two graphs shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28 for convergence activity parameter. First of all, same as convergence duration variance, convergence activity variance presented in Figure 28 shows the stability of this parameter is almost the same for both protocols. Although in terms of the number of activities, we have a significant increase in GORby compared to PIM-SM, which was expected. Network nodes in PIM-SM just need to know the shortest path to RP in order to join the tree. In GORby, these nodes request information from different paths, and then choose one of them. In the first view as previously explained, it may be seen to have one extra action, but in these three way of handshaking, there are more than two nodes involved. So, it increased the number of activities per node, and subsequently the overall average of the entire network increased. Our calculation shows, the average of activities in GORby is 2.71015 times of PIM-SM, which is about a 171.02% increase in this indicator.

4.5. Summary and overall evaluation

In this chapter, we started by having a Multicast tree with one RP. Receivers joined the tree one by one (Rec1, Rec2, Rec3 & Rec4). We studied nodes options and showed how they choose the best path based on our algorithm. We ran the simulation to compare GORby and PIM-SM protocols performance (section 4.2) for the first four receivers (Rec1 till Rec4). To do this, we studied different network parameters like Packet Drop, Convergence and Packet percentage Received, which is similar to the throughput. To summarize these evaluations, and by using the OPNET simulator, in most of the case (except convergence), we found between a 4% and 9% improvement on traffic handling, for example in traffic received by receivers or overall dropped packet by all of the nodes. In the convergence study, however, PIM-SM provides better performance compared to GORby, although having better performance in other parameters, makes GORby an improvement on PIM-SM for Multicast protocol. Especially in a more stable network with fewer changes like Mesh, GORby performs better. Our analysis showed that the performance of GORby is not closely related to the traffic flow. Having said this, because GORby takes interference into account, it performs better in WMN in most of our evaluation analysis scenarios. In convergence activity, PIM-SM performs better compared to GORby.
GORby requires almost three times more activities and on average needs about 30% more time for convergence, which is because of the GORby algorithm in joining Multicast tree. As we discussed, we designed GORby for WMN, and this negative impact on convergence compared to other benefits that we received from GORby is acceptable. Therefore compared to PIM-SM, GORby has the best overall performance.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Research

This chapter has two sections and objectives. First section is conclusion of the research, and in the second section, potential future works are presented.

5.1. Conclusion

In this thesis we presented an Interference-Aware Multicast join protocol. The main idea of this protocol is to estimate the interference at a node, and based on that estimate evaluate the potential of that node for joining the Multicast distribution tree. First of all, we distribute the nodes in the Multicast distribution tree into three GORby-Groups, and scheduled them based on time slots to be in Transmit, REC1 and REC2 states, which decreases nodes collisions. In the next step and by using GORby-Grouping characteristic, we presented concept of GORby interference. GORby interference means potential interference on a target node, at the time that this node wants to join Multicast group tree, is caused by all nodes belonging to the potential sender GORby-Group. Then, based on this potential cumulative interference, we calculated potential SINR, which we called it GIA (a new metric developed by this research). GIA metric
plays the main role on joining a Multicast tree decision. Calculating SINR (GIA) is a local function of each node, based on location information of other Multicast tree nodes (per GORby-Group).

To expand GIA, we presented a new metric called PGIA, which is a path GIA, and calculated based on the minimum (worth case) of all nodes’ GIA along the path to the Multicast group tree. To calculate PGIA, each node receives PGIA from upstream node, and then defines new PGIA to be the minimum of local GIA and receiving PGIA (from upstream node). PGIA calculation is done locally by each node of a potential path. New member that wants to join the Multicast group tree chooses the path that provides the maximum PGIA, and joins the tree.

We used OPNET to simulate GORby, and evaluated our proposed solution and concepts by some examples and scenarios. We analyzed GORby performance versus PIM-SM, in different traffic load, and in low and high join request situations. We found GORby provides between a 4% and 9% improvement on traffic handling, for example in traffic received by receivers or overall dropped packet by all of the nodes. In convergence study, PIM-SM provides better performance compared to GORby, although having better performance in other parameters, makes GORby an improvement on PIM-SM for Multicast protocol. Especially in a network with fewer changes like Mesh, GORby performs better. Performance of GORby is not closely related to traffic flow, although in traffic analysis showed it performs for some receivers better in higher traffic. GORby requires almost three times more activity, and on average needs about 30% more time for convergence, which is because of the GORby algorithm in joining Multicast tree. As we discussed, we designed GORby for WMN, and this negative impact on convergence compared to the other benefits that we received from GORby is acceptable. Therefore compared to PIM-SM, GORby has the best overall performance.

5.2. Potential future works

This research can be expanded and developed from different stand points. In this section, some of these potential works are presented:
- GORby can be expanded to divide nodes from a different point of views. Based on the application and environment/platform, the idea of GORby-Grouping the nodes for interference estimation can be expanded to unicast protocol. For sure unicast has its own characteristics and constraints, and requires its own analysis.

- In this design we assumed only calculating interference caused by the current tree on a new join (through one hop or multi hops). The interference is bidirectional affect. A potential interference of the new path over the current tree can be added to the algorithm.

- The next assumption of this design was new members join the tree one by one. Therefore, because we only brought the current tree interference into account, this assumption is fine; however, if a potential join interference being considered, nodes cannot be added one at the time.

- This model is developed mainly for core based and shared tree structures. Current design with a minimum changes can be adapted to be a source based model. In fact in this case, sender would acts like a core for Multicast group.

- GORby can be developed to cover multi sources as well. Current model covers multi sources in a core based structure from core down, although for the communication between sources to core need some attention.

- Also, GORby can be developed for multi source and source based structure Multicast group(s). We will have a multi group situation, and interference caused by each group on other groups should be considered. This is almost most complete model, which will cover all of the previous mentioned potential works. To reach to this extend, GORby needs to use more than three colours. Convex optimization could be one of the approaches of handling this case or partially helps on modeling and analyzing the problem, although it is a complicated model.
Finding optimum size of time slot is a potential future work in this area. Having smaller size causes more dropping multicast data, and having bigger size causes fewer throughputs. Finding the optimum size is more related to the type of traffic and application that uses the multicast group to send the data.

We set the time slot manually, meaning like selecting type of the multicast protocol (PIM-SM or GORby). We assumed the network administrator set this value in all of the routers and nodes in the network. However, this action can be a dynamic one, and calculated and set by for example RP (or another node that can be the network server). Following to the previous suggestion about finding optimum slot size, RP can calculate the value because it is the first one that receive the traffic, and then send it to the group members. Also, as soon as a new member joins the group, it receives this value from upstream with other controlling values like colour.

In our join algorithm, a member chooses the path mainly based on GIA/PGIA, and the only time that the member brings hop count into account is when it finds more than a path as the best path. Having both metric in member join algorithm is the next area to develop GORby algorithm.

Because we keep the network topology the same in both PIM-SM and GORby algorithms evaluations, we blamed most of the packet dropped to SINR (and GIA); however, nodes’ buffer could cause some of this packet dropping as well. Finding the best queue size and bringing it into account with the previous research suggestion (GIA/PGIA and hop-count) to choose the best path to join is the next research area to study and improve GORby.

Modifying GORby for Dense mode is our next potential future work.

Our last suggestion to improve this algorithm is working on synchronizing the nodes. We may need to update this synchronization periodically.
Appendix A

OPNET development

To implement GORby in OPNET, one router is modified to have two more attributes, which are:

- “mcast”: It has just two options including “PIM-SM” and “GORby, not editable.
  By choosing this, we can set the Multicast protocol to be original “PIM-SM” or “GORby” version of it. This attribute just have these two options, and does not accept any other value.
- “tslot”: It has six options including {30, 50, 90, 150, 240, 300} milliseconds, editable.
  It is used to set the time slot for GORby Multicast protocol. This attribute accepts other values to be entered as well.

It is obvious that if we set the router to use original “PIM-SM”, setting the second attribute does not make any difference. Also, if we set the time slot too small to not be able to even send even one packet during this slot, all traffic will be dropped.

Figure 29 shows these two attributes, which can be selected/entered for a router. In terms of receivers, we use same promoted nodes and convert it to be a receiver as well.
Figure 29: Router "mcast" and "tslot" attributes

In order to program the nodes, we changed mostly one of child process of “IP Process”, named “ip_pim_sm”. In order to do this, first we defined some constant in “Block Header”, which is presented by Figure 30, and some global variables in “State Variable”, which is presented by Figure 31.
Figure 30: Defining constants in header block

Figure 32 shows required development in initialization section of this child process. First block are required variables, and second section shows initialization part of our development. We have more development in initialization section that is presented by Figure 33.

Figure 31: Defined SV (Global) variables
Figure 32: Initialization section (1)
Figure 33: Initialization section (2)

Figure 34 and Figure 35 show required development in sending hello packet section of this child process. Figure 34 presents required variables for this function, and Figure 35 shows additional steps of creating hello packets.
Figure 35: Sending GMI table record

Figure 36 presents required variable for receiving hello packet function, and Figure 37 and Figure 38 show additional development of this function. Calculating GIA parameter is presented in Figure 39.
Figure 36: Variable definition for hello message receive function
Figure 37: Receive hello packet function (1)
Figure 38: receive hello packet function (2)
**Figure 39:** Calculating GIA based on GMI table records
Appendix B

OPNET Reports

In this Appendix, some of the OPNET reports that we generated and have not used them directly in our evaluation chapter are presented.

We follow our same general scenarios naming, which are also presented in graphs, includes three sections in a format of X-Y_Z:

- X: Specifies Multicast protocol and seed value, based on Table 5.
- Y: Specifies the traffic, based on Table 4 “Symbol” column.
- Z: Specifies number of active receivers; for example, 3R for three receivers, 4R for four receivers and 10R for ten receivers, and the rest of the receivers are off in each scenario.
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Figure 40: Average traffic received by G_R25

Figure 41: Average traffic dropped the entire nodes
Figure 42: Average Multicast traffic received by Rec4

Figure 43: Average Multicast traffic received by Rec3
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Figure 44: Multicast traffic received by Rec3

Figure 45: Multicast traffic received by Rec4
Figure 46: Traffic dropped by R_R21

Figure 47: Traffic dropped by O_R20
Figure 48: Rec4 throughput (bits/sec)

Figure 49: Rec3 throughput (bits/sec)
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Figure 50: Rec3 delay (Sec)

Figure 51: Average traffic dropped by R_R24
Figure 52: Average traffic dropped by G_R22

Figure 53: Average traffic dropped by O_R23
Figure 54: Average traffic dropped by O_R20

Figure 55: Rec3 traffic received (Packets/sec)
Figure 56: Average traffic dropped by entire nodes

Figure 57: Average traffic received by Rec3 (Packet/Sec)
Figure 58: Average traffic dropped by entire nodes

Figure 59: Average convergence activity by entire nodes
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Figure 60: Average convergence duration (Entire nodes)

Figure 61: Average traffic received by Rec4 (Packet/Sec)
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